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The Yuba County Office of Education (YCOE) works as collaborating partners to support the implementation of high-quality visual and performing arts education programs, throughout all grade levels and student programs, within the county. Cross-curricular projects are primary, but all programs that promote student engagement and accessibility to arts are supported and acknowledged.

“Art in Education affirms our humanness and fosters an implicit bond among children and adults of all cultures and conditions. It creates a beautiful and untainted record of our existence by those who view the world through the lens of unhindered innocence. Indeed, Art in Education humanizes our educational institutions and reminds all of us of what is good.”

– Francisco Reveles, Ed.D., Yuba County Superintendent of Schools
Learning Science Through Art Program
Yuba Water Agency and Yuba-Sutter Arts have collaborated on this program to supplement the second and third grade curriculum at 23 Yuba County schools, to include more science and art-based projects that meet state education requirements, and ultimately bring further awareness about the environment and the Yuba River.

The Yuba County Special Education Programs put on a Very Special Arts Show each year in May, where students create artwork and a performance to music all based on a theme.

Students from the Yuba College Special Day class visited Yuba Sutter Arts for a preview of Day of the Dead art gallery show. They worked on a mask project and then watched the film Coco in the theater.

“My background is in arts education and we know, absolutely for a fact, that there is no better way for kids to learn critical thinking skills, communication skills, things like empathy and tolerance. This is true across every boundary, across cultural boundaries, across socioeconomic, it’s a great leveler in terms of unifying our world.”

– Emma Walton Hamilton